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Han Biotech engineers and develops aerogel and hybrid aerogel-hydrogel-
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hydrocolloid materials to trap and release functional materials. The materials
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are based on an inert silica backbone, and can be fabricated to hold particles
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with sizes ranging from 5 to 30nm.
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APPLICATIONS
The materials can be shaped into powder, paste, beads, ﬁlms, or other
custom shapes easily and cost eﬀectively, and can be used in:
• medical applications and functional cosmetics, such as in facemasks and
creams that deliver nutrients and hydration to the skin while absorbing
sebum and pollutants.
• controlled fragrance release, both for personal wear in perfumes or for
living spaces in air fresheners or pest control diﬀusers, with a slower initial
release and longer lifetime compared to conventional materials.
• Custom applications requiring the capture and release of active materials in
cosmetics, medical dressings, food packaging, and agricultural use.
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PROBLEM
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The customizable structure of the Han Biotech hybrid materials allows for an
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engineered design with custom properties. In addition to trapping and
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release of the functional materials, other compounds can also be embedded
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to provide water prooﬁng, control in vapor permeability, germ intrusion
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prevention, and heat conservation.
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Conventional materials for trapping and release have have a high level of
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initial activity that quickly tapers oﬀ, leaving for a generally short shelf life and
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usable product lifetime.

currently seeking. Outlicensing? End product
distribution? Product
Co-development?]

In contrast, Han Biotech hybrids can be produced cost eﬀectively to improve
the capture and release performance ensuring longer and improved delivery
of the functional materials that reduces overall cost by decreasing the
frequency to replenish and replace consumables.

